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Geography : Geomorphology

Beylich, Achim A. (Ed.)

Landscapes and Landforms 
of Norway

Highlights selected landscapes and landforms in case studies written by 
leading scientific experts

Highly illustrated book, presenting the geomorphology of mainland Norway

Comprehensive introduction on the varied landscapes and landscape 
evolution in mainland Norway

Discusses the status and value of geomorphological heritage and 
geoconservation in Norway

This book discusses the striking geomorphological landscapes of mainland Norway. As part of 
the Springer book series on World Geomorphological Landscapes, it outlines the nature and 
diversity of Norway's geomorphological landscapes and examines the geological background 
and the drivers of landscape evolution. It also features numerous case studies describing the 
most striking sites, and offers insights into the status and value of geoheritage and 
geoconservation in the country. Providing readers with an opportunity to explore the variety of 
Norwegian landscapes and landforms through informative texts richly illustrated with color 
maps and photos, the book will appeal to scientists, scholars and any readers interested in 
geology, physical geography, geomorphology, landscape tourism, geoheritage and 
environmental protection.
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